
A few introductory remarks!

Same-sex marriage is, for better or for worse, a third rail issue in contemporary 

Christian ethical discourse. While much of the recent debate in the Church of 

England (CofE) includes that over the legal aspects of marriage, this is not the 

concern of this essay. Nor will we focus on the interaction between sexuality and 

ordained ministry, as salient as that issue is on both sides of the Atlantic. Rather, we 

shall focus exclusively on the theological and cultic issues involved in same-sex 

marriage. This emphasis on marriage delimits our field of inquiry further, excluding 

considerations regarding the blessing of same-sex civil unions. This is not to deny 

the potential of civil unions to represent a desirable compromise solution to 

Christian ethical debates over same-sex relationships more generally; all the same, 

the concern of this present essay is same-sex marriage in Christian theological ethical 

perspective.!

! As things stand, the Church of England does not officially condone the 

blessing of same-sex unions, neither as marriages nor as civil unions. Furthermore, 

the CofE holds on to a definition of marriage that excludes same-sex couples:!

marriage is a creation ordinance, a gift of God in creation and a means of his grace. 

Marriage, defined as a faithful, committed, permanent and legally sanctioned 

relationship between a man and a woman, is central to the stability and health of 

human society. It continues to provide the best context for the raising of children. 

(emphasis added)!

Our central question—and one currently facing the CofE as well as various other 

members of the Anglican Communion—is whether or not this definition of marriage 

should be revised to include same-sex couples . Posed thus, the question is not about 1

what individual CofE priests should do when faced with same-sex couples seeking 

blessings. This paper takes for granted that priests of the Church of England ought 
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Kingdom, the public debate over consanguinity and marriage waxes and wanes periodically, and 
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not violate her statutes; whether there are ways to simultaneously be obedient to the 

CofE and to offer some kind of blessing (e.g., not in the context of a blessing service) 

and/or recognition (e.g., thanksgiving) of same-sex unions goes beyond the scope of 

this paper. Rather, the ethical and ministerial issues to be addressed here are at the 

level of the Anglican Communion. Is the Communion neglecting her ministerial 

duty by failing to recognize same-sex marriages and thus withholding her blessing 

from couples in same-sex relationships? Or is she upholding her moral integrity by 

maintaining her principles concerning marital relationships? !

! Before we proceed, a final comment on the remit of this paper. It is a well-

worn cliché that much too much ink has been spilt on issues of sexuality in Christian 

ethical discourse. In the CofE alone, the major official documents include Issues in 

Human Sexuality (1991), which seems to have achieved canonical status in the Church 

of England, despite being full of assertions but devoid of argument; the much 

improved (i.e., assertions supplemented with argument and evidence) Some Issues in 

Human Sexuality (2003); the House of Bishops’ 2005 pastoral statement on civil 

partnership, from which a definition of marriage quoted above comes, and its 2011 

update; and, most recently, Men and Women in Marriage (2013). Despite the 

preponderance of pronouncement on the matter, the same errors in reasoning—

particularly about the role of the Bible and of scientific research on sexuality—

emerge over and over again. This is not only so on this side of the Atlantic, but also 

among our sister, the Episcopal Church in the United States of America. Indeed, the 

key text with which the present essay will engage is a collection recently 

commissioned and compiled by the Theology Committee of the House of Bishops of 

the Episcopal Church, edited by Ellen T. Charry, and published in Anglican 

Theological Review (ATR) in 2011. This collection consists of two lengthy multi-

authored articles from opposing perspectives, and a series of responses from each 

party as well as various other individual theologians. The choice of this collection as 

our key text may seem an odd one, and was chosen in part because there has—in the 

present author’s judgement—been surprisingly little discussion of it. In any case, 
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this paper will not be a direct and detailed analysis of this special issue in ATR, but 

its role as our primary interlocutor should be clear; less visibly in the background, 

however, are the CofE texts mentioned above. Finally then, this paper is an attempt 

to declutter a messy field in which the same barriers are frustratingly met. Nailing 

his colours to the mast, the author confesses that he comes from deep within the 

expansionist camp, though his frustrations come from “both” sides .!2

!
Ecclesiastical blackmail!

We have already asserted that sacramental anarchy—individual priests blessing (or 

not blessing) same-sex unions as they please, in violation of canons—is out of the 

question. In the same spirit, ecclesiastical blackmail will also be ignored here. 

Appeals to consequences are not necessarily invalid in ethical discourse, even among 

those of us who reject utilitarianism as a viable meta-ethical theory . However, 3

arguments to the effect that if the parts of the Anglican Communion—say, the 

Church of England—recognizes and blesses same-sex marriages, then certain 

members of the Anglican Communion will defect are a distraction from our doctrinal 
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opposing sides in this debate. While acknowledging his complaint, this paper shall proceed 
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 It is not obvious what a Christian meta-ethics should look like, though there seems to be general 3

hostility to utilitarianism and other forms of consequentialism in Christian theological circles. There 
are some deontologists left, in the form of theological voluntarism (e.g., Adams 1975) in which the 
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successfully established virtue ethics as a topic of interest, neither he nor his predecessors have 
provided a persuasive and applicable virtue ethical system. This author suspects, for example, that 
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various meta-ethical options, and it is often difficult to ascertain whether these are in fact distinct 
options. Recent work in secular ethics—most notably by Derek Parfit and the late Ronald Dworkin—
have made grand attempts at synthesis. It is not clear to this author that they have succeeded, though 
he will confess his partiality toward Dworkin’s approach. 



concern regarding marriage per se . Equally, arguments from the other side, as it 4

were, that the Church must “change or die” because its views are out of step with 

contemporary culture are beside the point. Concerns over “unity” and “mission” are 

too often thinly-veiled attempts at ecclesial blackmail, and this is simply 

intellectually and morally unbecoming. The truth values of theological ethical 

propositions are not democratic issues any more than are the truth values of 

scientific propositions; they are not to be determined by majority vote, whether the 

demos in question is within the Church or the wider surrounding culture. This is not 

to deny Rowan Williams’s (2009) assertion that “A major change naturally needs a 

strong level of consensus and solid theological grounding”, but to rather to deny a 

conflation between “a strong level of consensus” and “solid theological grounding”. 

These are not the same thing, and should not be confused for each other. That is, if 

we are concerned with the “solid theological grounding” per se, it is a mistake to 

point out what the opinions of clerics in the global South or seekers in the American 

Northeast happen to be. Fortunately, while Goldingay, LeMarquand, Sumner, and 

Westberg (2011a) do begin their target article with an extended section on The Social 

and Ecclesiastical Context, they never explicitly commit this crime of ecclesial 

blackmail. However, seeing as they never argue from the unhappiness of the 

conservative sections of the Communion to the moral deficiency of same-sex 

relationships, it is unclear what the purpose of this section is. Good, Jenkins, 

Kittredge, and Rogers (2011a) too begin with a section of the social context, arguing 

that extending the recognition of marital status to same-sex couples is a missional 

act. Initial appearances to the contrary, however, the argument departs sharply from 

tired calls or the Church to update its theology to fit the zeitgeist lest it loses its 

popular appeal. Rather, it appeals to the marriage service liturgy to argue that 
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Christian marriage is itself a missional activity, and therefore that it should be 

extended to same-sex couples infosar as this enable “the bonds of our common 

humanity, by which all [God’s] children are united one to another, and the living to 

the dead, may be so transformed by [God’s] grace, that [God’s] will may be done on 

earth as it is in heaven”. Furthermore, “mission” is not here narrowly construed just 

to mean “evangelism”; Good et al.’s (2011a, p. 56) primary concern seems not to be 

the unconverted outsiders, as it were, but to those “lesbian and gay members of 

churches...[who] have known themselves as beloved children of God...[and] to 

interpret their lives and relationships in light of God’s companionship”. The 

missional act is not, in this case, firstly one of convincing liberal secularists that the 

Church is sensibly progressive, but rather a pastoral one, of sanctifying same-sex 

relationships that need to be made holy as much as heterosexual ones do.!

!
Learning to read (and rites)!

It cannot be denied that biblical considerations play an important role in Christian 

theological ethical debate. At the same time, however, it is naïve to suppose that our 

particular reading of Scripture is an unequivocal guide for moral decision-making. 

This is not only to say that there are difficult and perhaps intractable issues of 

translatability and interpretation, though doubtless there are. It is famously difficult 

to ascertain what the so-called “sin of Sodom” (based on Genesis 19) was or what the 

prohibition against lying “with a male as with a woman” (Leviticus 18.22; emphasis 

added) consists in or what the moral concern underlying Romans 1.26—27 was . 5

However, even if these exegetical issues were resolvable—and we are not confident 
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that they are—the question would still remain for the CofE about how to apply 

exegetical conclusions to ethical conundrums. The difficulty is not only with 

deriving ethical injunctions from narrative (e.g., Genesis 19, 1 Samuel 18—23; Ruth), 

but even with applying ancient biblical legal texts and other imperative statements . 6

Rightly or wrongly, the CofE’s current views about marriage are certainly not 

straightforwardly consistent with much clearer biblical content. Her permitting 

divorce, for example, contravenes Jesus’s inconveniently emphatic comments about 

the matter (Mark 10.2—12 ; see also Matthew 19.3—12 for a weaker version). Indeed, 7

it should be a scandal that the CofE’s definition of marriage does not include Jesus’s 

view about its indelible character, though in its documents the CofE does express a 

preference for lifelong marriage as an ideal. This is weak sauce. On a somewhat 

shakier exegetical ground, the CofE’s positive views of marriage are also inconsistent 

with Paul’s more negative view that it is a second-rate marital arrangement, inferior 

to the ideal of celibacy (1 Corinthians 7; see also Mark 10.2—12, as above). All of 

which is to say that, based on the CofE’s own current practice, the exegetical project 

is simply one among many, the results of which are hardly determinative. !

! A more subtle strategy—one employed by Goldingay et al.—is to derive a 

theology of marriage from ostensibly relevant parts of the Bible, rather than looking 

more narrowly at biblical passages that mention homosexuality. Thus, Goldingay et 

al.’s second section, The Witness of Scripture, largely relies on Genesis 1—2 for its 

positive case that marriage is the institution by which a male and a female is to be 

fruitful and multiply. Interestingly, Goldingay et al. (2011a, p. 24) conclude that “the 

mention of male and female has to do with the fulfilment of God’s purpose in 

creation. There is a link to dominion in verse 26 and then to the fruitfulness of 
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conclusions from the same texts. For an astute and nuanced analysis of the ideological reception of 
the David and Jonathan narratives, see also Harding (2013).

 It should be noted that Jesus brings up the male-female distinction in marriage in the context of 7

arguing that marriage is indelible, not in the context of procreation and/or dominion, as Goldingay et 
al. argue.  This is not to say that Jesus disagreed with Goldingay et al., but that—at least in Mark—
gender dimorphism is not primarily about the mixing of gametes for the production of offspring.



humankind emphasized in verse 28”. This raises several sets of questions. First, on 

the positive side, it raises the question of whether same-sex marriage would be 

permissible if reproductive technologies were such that they too could “be fruitful 

and multiply”. This in turn raises the question of what being fruitful and 

multiplying consists in. Must, for example, it involve the sperm of the one male 

partner fertilizing the egg of the one female partner, or are donors permissible? If 

gamete donation fails to qualify, then the position may be accused of genetic 

fetishism. Why should the successful raising of genetic non-kin fail to count as fruitful 

multiplication, especially seeing as one’s upbringing is a crucial factor in one’s 

survival and future reproductive success? The second set of questions this line of 

argument raises is that of the marriage of celibate and/or infertile couples. Are they 

invalid or inferior to their more fecund counterparts? Third, whence the dominion? 

In linking the sex of Adam and Eve to their functions in creation—reproduction and 

dominion—Goldingay et al. (2011a) seem to paint themselves into a corner, having to 

speculate about gender and ecological ethics. If, instead, they link dominion to the 

humanity of Adam and Eve (and not their gender dimorphism), why then is 

reproduction link specifically to gender? It is not as though reproduction is 

necessarily sexed; indeed, sexual reproduction is far from the norm in nature. 

Besides this rather narrow focus on Genesis 1—2 as their model for the ideal 

marriage, Goldingay et al. also turn to passages mentioned above such as Leviticus 

18.22 and Romans 1.18—32 and others, which apparently forbid same-sex sexual 

unions. As we have suggested, one problem with ancient moral injunctions is that 

their referents are now unclear. The proposition “You shall not cut into someone’s 

flesh with a knife” may apply to the malicious stabbing of innocent victims, but not 

to the life-giving work of surgeons; moral propositions, like all other propositions, 

are to be understood contextually, but context is often difficult to ascertain. It is 

difficult to be sure that “You shall not lie with a male as with a woman” applies to 

same-sex sexual relationships between faithful and consenting adults; this is not to 

say emphatically that they do not apply in such cases, but just to point out that the 
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referents of the moral injunction in biblical passages like Leviticus 18.22 are 

indeterminate. Those—like Goldingay et al.—who move too quickly from ancient 

texts to contemporary contexts are interpreting too liberally, too promiscuously; 

much more caution is required here. !

! In the final analysis, Goldingay et al.‘s two approaches, the first indirect one 

from a “biblical theology” of marriage and the second direct one from biblical 

references to homoeroticism are not really methodologically distinct. In both cases, 

the strategy for any moral question, X, is to mine the biblical corpus for 

pronouncements and/or narratives about, and to judge X accordingly. In contrast to 

our conclusion earlier, the exegetical question is, for them, the primary one. Without 

disagreeing with their exegesis, that the Bible is, on the whole, negative about same-

sex sexual relationships , one might still question the validity of this method for 8

biblical ethics. After all, if one were to attempt to discern whether slavery was 

permissible, one would find that, on the whole, the Bible is fairly (though not 

aggressively) positive about slavery. It is, as worst, a moderately regrettable state of 

affairs. Indeed, YHWH even orders some people to be enslaved, and Paul advises 

slaves to obey their masters. The kind of hermeneutical casuistry by which we 

escape from unpalatable moral conclusions is very similar between the two cases, 

slavery and same-sex relationships. In both cases, any scrap of Scripture that is 

vaguely relevant and favours what happens to be our moral position is used to 

counter the vast weight of disagreeable biblical witness. For slavery, it is usually 1 

Timothy 1.10, which chastises “slave-traders”; the notion that this is meant to count 

against the multiple exhortations to capture and keep slaves (and, admittedly, to set 

them free every few years) is almost comic were it not so tragic, especially given the 

abject failure of the New Testament to pressure its readers to give up their slaves. For 

same-sex marriage, it is usually narratives—David and Jonathan, Ruth and Naomi—
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that are taken to show, unconvincingly, that same-sex relationships were morally 

acceptable to the biblical authors; again, that these ambiguous stories could provide 

a sufficient counterpoint to the Leviticus 18.22 and its ilk is almost comic, were it no 

so tragic. Traditionalists like Goldingay et al. deny that their negativity regarding 

same-sex marriage is analogous to their predecessor’s negativity regarding the 

abolition of slavery and other such issues because there are good biblical reasons for 

the latter, but not the former. This is clearly wishful thinking, if by “biblical reasons”, 

we mean that there are more or less clear injunctions against slavery in the Bible. 

There are not. Now, to say that the traditionalist position on same-sex marriage 

resembles long since abandoned positive positions on slavery is not to say—as 

Goldingay et al. rightly warned against—that the “liberation” of LGBT couples is 

part of a more general, unidirectional progression toward the liberation of various 

groups (e.g., women, slaves). Rather, it is to point out that the hermeneutic strategy 

of the traditionalist position on same-sex marriage is analogous to the hermeneutic 

strategy of those who defended slavery in the American South and apartheid in 

South African (cf. Burridge 2007). This hermeneutic strategy—of mining the Bible for 

references of ancient versions of a contemporary phenomenon, and directly applying 

the biblical injunctions to the current situation—does not have a very good track 

record. However we use the Bible in ethics, this seems a poor strategy to emulate.!

! Good et al.‘s (2011a) reading of Scripture is much less straightforward, and 

thus much less straightforwardly problematic than Goldingay et al.‘s, but it is easily 

accused of being selective. Rather than engaging directly with the superficially 

relevant texts, Good et al. once again appeal to the biblical underpinnings of the 

Book of Common Prayer’s (1979) The Celebration and Blessing of a Marriage. So, for 

example, Good et al. turn to the opening lines of the marriage service, with its 

references to the wedding in Cana and the assertion that [marriage] “signifies to us 

the mystery of the union between Christ and his Church” (BCP, 1979, p. 423). Taken 

as a whole, Good et al. argue, this preface to the marriage service affirms the 

sacramental nature of marriage, linking it particularly to the Eucharist: marital union 
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is, in this view, a sign of the union between Christ and the Church and, like all such 

signs, it is at least in part for the good of those who partake in it. According to this 

reading of Scripture, as it were underneath the liturgy, marriage is primarily about 

participating in the love of Christ for the Church, and thereby being made whole by 

this participation much in the same way that the Eucharist and Baptism too are 

primarily about being joined with Christ and thus being healed by him. Accordingly, 

Good et al. see no reason why same-sex and heterosexual couples should not equally 

bear witness to the gospel in this way, and be sanctified in this way. Their conclusion 

here mirrors their missional argument above; it is not two arguments, but one 

coherent one.  As with their previous argument, whatever one makes of it, one 

cannot accuse its use of Scripture of committing the errors described above. As we 

have already mentioned, Good et al. are selective in their reading; their favoured 

strategy for “dealing with” the anti-homosexual (and, indeed, sometimes 

misogynistic) passages is to ignore them, with only a few attempts to re-read them 

directly. Whether one thinks selective reading is necessarily problematic is another 

matter, though it can at least be said to be consistent with the CofE’s usual practice. 

As we have seen, the CofE has all but ignored what Jesus has to say about divorce; 

she has done so while protesting about same-sex marriage with, it seems, no sense of 

irony. !

!
Turning to science, naturally!

Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is increasingly common to appeal to biological and social 

scientific research, typically on the development of sexual orientation, to inform the 

debates. As the present author is himself a psychologist and philosopher of 

psychology, he finds this interest in his field somewhat flattering. However, the 

question discussants seem to want to pose to scientists—whether homosexual 
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orientation is “natural” or “unnatural”, “innate”  or otherwise—is ambiguous at best 9

and meaningless at worse. If the question is just a statistical one about the 

proportion of the human population that is dispositionally attracted to members of 

the same sex, then it is difficult to see how an answer to this question is theologically 

interesting. Intellects of genius are, by definition, statistically rare; does this cast 

aspersions on their moral status? Surely not. Similarly, whether or not homosexual 

orientation is the product of medical dysfunction or evolutionarily maladaption 

favours neither side on the ethical debate, though affirmative claims may be hurtful 

to the LGBT community. If homoerotic behaviour is morally wrong because it is the 

product of developmental abnormality, is autistic behaviour similarly sinister for the 

same reason? Concerns over aetiology are also ethically inconsequential, unless 

theological ethicists have reason to metaphysically privilege genetic influences on 

psychological phenotype over non-genetic ones. To put this point more sharply: to 

say that a trait’s developmental trajectory is insensitive to environmental variation is 

not to say that it is “natural”, except on an unjustifiably idiosyncratic definition of 

“nature” that fetishizes the genotype. Thus, those on either side of the debate who 

argue from a natural law perspective better be clear that the semantic (and therefore 

ethical) relationship between their concept of “nature” (and its cognates) and the 

deliveries of empirical science is tenuous at best. !

! A more pernicious problem for the debate has yet to be well-examined 

anywhere, as far as the present author is aware. We are all now familiar with liberals’ 

declarations, typically underpinned by Foucauldian analyses and their ilk, that sex 

and gender are “socially constructed”; conservatives have, so far, rolled their eyes 

loudly without much intellectually rigourous response (see, for example, all the CofE 

official documents listed above, particularly Issues in Human Sexuality). 

Unfortunately for the conservative position, scientific research in the development 
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and sex and gender are equally sceptical about the categories “man” and 

“woman” (or “male and “female”). The problem is not merely that “male” and 

“female” are relatively clear categories with some difficult cases, but that the so-

called difficult cases demonstrate that there is no non-arbitrary definition of “male” 

and “female”. Consider what it might mean to be “male”. Is the presence of an X and 

a Y chromosome both necessary and sufficient? But if so, what of those—such as 

individuals with androgen insensitivity syndrome—who possess XY chromosomes, 

but nevertheless develop looking and, indeed, self-identifying as female? Perhaps it 

is the the presence of a penis. But what of those who possess XY chromosomes, but 

not a penis, who nevertheless identify as male? Perhaps self-identification is 

definitive. But what of those who are chromosomally and genitally female, but 

experience being male? Furthermore, what of those—such as those with 5-alpha-

reductase deficiency—who are genitally and self-conceptually female until puberty, 

whereupon testes descend, and they switch gender identities? And why should we 

be limited to chromosomes, genitals, and self-identification? Why not, for example, 

treat gender roles or even sexual orientation as determinative of sex and/or gender? 

There is, all of this is to say, so single trait or coherent collection of traits that non-

arbitrarily and unproblematically picks out the referents of the terms “male” and 

“female”. This is not to discount “male” and “female” as theological categories, but 

the natural and social sciences are not easily co-opted into this project. Appeals to 

science are of little help here . !10
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! It will not, at this point, surprise the reader that Goldingay et al. turn to 

science in precisely the ways we argue are intellectually bankrupt . Specifically, they 11

turn to the confused question of whether sexual orientation is “innate” and whether 

it is malleable (by treatment). This focus on the aetiology of sexual orientation 

betrays the philosophical naïvete of this traditionalist view. As has been intimated, it 

is hard to see how the moral value of same-sex relationships might be contingent on 

the relative contribution of genetic and non-genetic factors in the development of 

sexual orientation, unless one puts genes on a moral pedestal and concomitantly 

devalues non-genetic inputs (e.g., upbringing). It seems that Goldingay et al. might 

be pre-empting what they take to be a liberal argument from the “naturalness” of 

homosexual orientation to its positive moral value; alas for them, their opponents 

make no such move in their target article, nor should they. !

!
The fetishizing of tradition and the myth of progress!

The so-called liberal or progressive or revisionist or expansionist position clearly 

does advocate change. However, it would be unhelpful to insist that change is an 

anomalous phenomenon, even as it pertains to the institution of marriage. There is a 

sense in which the liberal position is also conservative, in that it recognizes that 

traditions—theological, social, or otherwise—evolve over time and space; theology 

has always been contextual, and the theology of marriage is no exception. It is or 

should be clear, for example, that the so-called traditional view of marriage as 

monogamous (“a man and a woman”, as above) is itself a departure from the biblical 

norm in which marriage is typically characterised in terms of at least potentially 

polyandrous property transfer. Indeed, as Lévi-Strauss (1967) recognized, marriage 

is in most traditional societies—ancient Israel is no exception—a matter of exchange 
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between men. The strongest biblical example of this appears in Deuteronomy 22.28, 

which stipulates that a rapist is to take his victim as his wife, at the cost of fifty 

shekels of silver to be paid to her father . This unpalatable suggestion hardly 12

appears in isolation. The notion that wives are valid spoils of war is also a thorough-

goingly biblical one (Deuteronomy 21.11—13), as is the notion that one might accept 

a wife (or wives) as means of payment for work (Genesis 28—30) or reward for great 

feats (or, from another perspective, the price of 100 Philistine foreskins (1 Samuel 

18 ). !13

! Some vestiges notwithstanding, Judeo-Christian views on marriage have 

certainly progressed from the economic, transactional view found in Scripture. 

Equally, however, this warning against fetishising the past or the status quo should 

not mislead us into the opposite myth of inexorable moral progress. As Goldingay et 

al. rightly caution, it should certainly not be taken for granted that marriage equality 

“fits neatly into some narrative of successive liberation movements that emancipated 

serfs, slaves, child laborers, blacks, and now homosexual couples”. The real task 

facing the Church is that of discerning appropriate changes from inappropriate ones, 

on a case-by-case basis. Without disguising our prejudices under the venerableness 

of tradition and/or justifying our lifestyles by appealing to the dynamism of 

progress, we recognize that the onus to provide sound theological arguments for 

change (or against the status quo) falls on those who desire change. Even liberals—if 

they are to remain Anglican in their method—must accept that tradition is a source 

of authority for theological ethical decision-making, and cannot be glibly ignored. In 

light of all this, there are two argumentative strategies open to the expansionist. She 

might criticize the cogency of the traditionalist position, for example by 

interrogating the concepts (e.g., “male”, “female”) assumed by the position, as we 

have done above; additionally, she might offer positive reasons for expanding the 
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definition of marriage, based on the biblical, theological, and liturgical resources 

available, as Good et al. have done. Both modes may well be necessary, if we are to 

make progress on this matter. !

!
A few closing remarks!

The aim of this paper was to put in sharp relief the sorts of things one—liberal, 

conservative, or otherwise—should not say in the on-going dialogues and debates 

over same-sex marriage:!

! We should not threaten each other with either schism or decline. We echo 

Rowan Williams (2000, p. 14) in stating that “Unity at all costs is indeed not a 

Christian goal; Christian unity is ‘Christ-shaped’ or it is empty”. At the same time, 

we are aware that the gospel should be expected, at times, to be difficult teaching, a 

stumbling-block to the Jews and foolishness to the Gentiles; the ethical prerogative 

of the Church is not to accommodate the appetites to secular society, but to be a 

prophetic voice—light and salt—in the world. If fruitful dialogue is to continue, we

—on both sides—have to park our chattering about schism and declining attendance 

among the liberal urban youth, at least while we are attempting to resolve theological 

issues. !

! We should not pretend that there is a direct relationship about what we think 

the Bible has to say about X, and what we should do about X in any given 

contemporary context. It is difficult, if not impossible, to be certain that the 

homoerotic phenomena described and (usually) condemned in the Bible are 

sufficiently and relevantly similar the same-sex relationships with which we are 

currently concerned. And even if they are, it is difficult, if not impossible, to be 

certain that we should believe and do as the Bible says in this case, as opposed to 

other cases, such as slavery and divorce. Recall that this is not an attempt to lump 

the “emancipation” of LGBT couples in with the emancipation of slaves under the 

rubric of general social and moral progress, but just to point out that the “biblical” 

case for the emancipation of slavery is hardly very strong, nor indeed is the 
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“biblical” case for monogamy or, for that matter, marriage predicated primarily on 

romantic love between individuals. The exegetical issue is one among many, and 

hardly determinative in Christian ethics; we should not pretend otherwise.!

! We should not employ or deploy scientific discoveries uncritically and 

selectively. The research on the aetiology or development of sexual orientation is of 

no use in the discernment of the moral value of same-sex relationships, unless 

Christian theological ethicists have good reasons to metaphysically privilege the 

gene or disparage the non-genetic environment in moral reasoning. This seems to be 

a form of idolatry or unthinking prejudice. Furthermore, the theological categories 

“male” and “female” are, insofar as theological ethicists want to appeal to science in 

this discussion, problematized by the fact that, from a scientific perspective, sex/

gender are not natural kinds; there are no necessary and sufficient conditions that 

successfully and non-arbitrarily pick out cases of “male” and “female” persons.  !

! We should neither fetishize tradition, nor buy into the myth of progress. It is 

neither the case that Judeo-Christian views on marriage have remained static since 

some indeterminate “good old days”, nor that the changing morays of the 

industrialized West linearly tracks moral truth. The rhetoric over “redefining” 

marriage is unhelpful because it implies ignorance that marriage is constantly being 

re-defined, and has been for centuries, if not millennia. On the other hand, the onus 

is on progressives to provide cogent and persuasive reasons for change, especially 

when the weight of tradition is against them. It is hubristic to assume that we, who 

have profited from a shameful history of injustice—colonization, labour exploitation,  

environmental degradation, and its ilk—might know better than those to whom we 

have been unjust. We must—to cite Rowan Williams again—faithfully and patiently 

“stay in engagement with those who think differently” while vigourously and 

rigourously advocating for justice those whom we discern are being unjustly 

marginalized.  !

!
!
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(Selected) annotated bibliography!

!
Target article!

Charry, E. T. (ed.). 2011. Same-sex relationships and the nature of marriage: a 

theological colloquy. Anglican Theological Review, 93, xiii—145.!

Having discovering this special issue of ATR as a doctoral candidate in New 

Zealand, I have since been meaning to pay proper attention to its contents. When 

this essay topic came up, I leapt at the opportunity to spend some time with this 

document, to read it carefully and critically. It is, I believe, an important series of 

conversations, the riches of which have yet to be plumbed. The traditionalists’ 

contributions are substantial, clarifying their object to the expansionists, and making 

clear how they understand and/or misunderstand the expansionists’ arguments. 

The expansionists’ (or liberals’) contributions are refreshingly novel, though their 

rigour remains to be properly scrutinized. Future discussions on the matter will have 

to engage with the work of Goldingay et al. and Good et al. !

!
!
Meta-ethics!

Dworkin, R. 2011. Justice for hedgehogs. Harvard, MA: Harvard University Press.!

MacIntyre, A. 1981. After virtue. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press.!

Parfit, D. 2011. On what matters. Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press.!

I briefly mentioned three major works in meta-ethics in the Western philosophical 

tradition. These may not be the most important tout court, but they are the most 

important in shaping my ethical thinking. MacIntyre’s seminal work on neo-

Aristotelian virtue ethics is not so much about virtue ethics than about the possibility 

of virtue ethics and perhaps even its necessity, given what MacIntyre diagnoses as 

the poverty of rigourous meta-ethical philosophizing. Now in its third edition, it is 

still required reading for ethicists and moral philosophers, Christian or otherwise. I 

have yet to be convinced of MacIntyre’s positive position—that virtue ethics is the 
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way to go—but his criticism of the field is certainly perceptive and germane. Parfit’s 

magnum opus after his hugely influential Reasons and Persons has been circulating for 

a few years now in manuscript form; this is the form in which I first encountered it. 

Being about 1,400 pages long, few people have read it through, and I certainly have 

not. However, the main argument is now well-known; Parfit attempts to reconcile 

consequentialism, deontology, and contractarianism, thus bringing together such 

diverse ethical thinkers as Mill, Kant, and Locke (and Sanlon and Rawls). It is the 

sort of project that was doomed to failure from the start, and it certainly does not 

seem that Parfit has successfully solved meta-ethics’ most intractable problems. 

Somewhat amusingly, there is an appended chapter on the existence of God. It is not 

very good. My favourite book in this trinity is Ronald Dworkin’s Justice for 

Hedgehogs, which is no less ambitious than the other two, arguing that truth, justice, 

value, and indeed, the meaning of life, are all facets of the same objective thing. 

(Another book I did not mention, but has been an interlocutor for most of my 

intellectual life has been J. L. Mackie’s Ethics: Inventing right and wrong, which argues 

for moral error theory. In this view, moral sentences do represent propositions—and 

can therefore be true or false—but are all false. My own objection to error theory has 

been called the doppelgänger problem by Charles Pigden: error theory seems to 

violate the law of excluded middle.)!

!
Theological ethics!

Adams, R. M. 1975. A modified divine command theory of ethical wrongness. In G. 

Outka and J. R. Reeder (eds.), Religion and morality (pp. 318—347). Garden City,  

NY: Anchor Press.!

Brown, M. 2010. Tensions in Christian ethics: an introduction. London, UK: SPCK.!

Burridge, R. A. 2006. Imitating Jesus: an inclusive approach to New Testament ethics. 

Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans.!

Gill, R. (ed.). 2000. The Cambridge companion to Christian ethics. Cambridge, UK: 

Cambridge University Press.!
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In these four works are contained a variety of approaches to Christian ethics. Robert 

Adams’s paper, the thesis of which has since evolved, is an important contribution to 

an increasingly unpopular position: divine command theory, the doctrine that moral 

propositions are divine commands. Gills’s edited volume is a terrific introduction to 

the sources of, approaches to, and issues in contemporary Christian ethics. The first 

section deals with sources; Rowan Williams’s theological introduction and John 

Rogerson’s chapter on the Old Testament stand out as clear and sober reflections on 

their subject matters. The second section deals with more meta-ethical issues; there is 

the require chapter on virtue ethics, but Stephen Pope’s piece on natural law is also 

very good (and better than Goldingay et al.’s caricature thereof), as is Gorringe’s 

summary of liberation ethics. The only chapter in the third, applied, section, was the 

one on sexuality and religious ethics, in which Robin Gill argues that we should look 

beyond parochially Christian concerns. It was not particularly useful for this paper, 

nor would I grant his conclusion. Malcolm Brown’s Tensions is clearly influenced by 

MacIntyre (and thus, virtue ethics) and Hauerwas, but it would be hardly fair to 

characterize it as a tract for such positions. Brown’s work, not unlike our own, tries 

to show how what he takes to be the standard way of thinking about ethics and 

specific ethical issues are non-starters, pointing instead to interesting novel 

directions. His main dialogue partner in his chapter on sexuality is the St. Andrew 

statement, led by Oliver O’Donovan; we have chosen not to engage with this 

document partly because Brown has already done so ably. The novel direction taken 

in this chapter draws on Hauerwas and Milbank, which is always a fun ride. Finally, 

Burridge’s Imitating Jesus has, for a few years now, been influential in how I think 

about ethical issues. I have once described it as a treatise for that evangelical slogan 

“What Would Jesus Do?”, but this is certainly a caricature. Rather, it argues for a 

marriage between biblical (or, in any case, New Testament) ethics and inclusive 

ethics—two sides often seen to be at odds, especially in the sexuality debates—by 

taking Jesus (via the Gospels, but also the Epistles, etc.) as a paradigmatic example 

and enabler. !
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! A brief comment about my personal experience, and how it relates to the 

theological ethical discourse with which I have been exposed. I am not confident that 

I have a meta-ethical position, and I am currently comfortably with my agnosticism 

on the matter. Like most people born after 1981, I am unconsciously shaped by the 

surge in virtue ethics. Certainly, when I go about making decisions, I ask whether 

this is the sort of person I want to be; the sort of person who exploits labourers to save 

some money, the sort of person who abuses animals to satisfy my appetites, the sort 

of person who would err on the side of withholding blessings from people.  At the 

same time, having spent a lot of time with the Minor Prophets, the category “justice” 

is often salient. That said, as far as developing a theoretical framework for decision 

making goes, I would not say that I’ve been “developing” a virtue ethics or a biblical 

ethics derived from the OT prophets. Rather, the theological resources that are most 

salient when I step back and think about a framework are the doctrines of creation 

and christology, mediated by sacramentology. My ethical thinking—my meandering 

mental doodling about the sort of person I want to be—is driven by questions about 

what it means to be made out of nothing with the rest of the created order and what it 

means for God to have become one of us, that we may participate in the divine life. 

The goodness of the material world, despite appearances, is an important piece of my 

moral puzzle, which makes it difficult for me to privilege one aspect of creation (e.g., 

genes) over another (e.g., social influence), as if one were inherently superior to the 

other. Similarly, it makes it difficult for me to see that one social arrangement is, just 

by virtue of the structure of the arrangement, is morally better than another, 

irrespective of its ramifications. To put things a bit too sharply, if same-sex families 

are not qua same-sex families (i.e., all else being equal) measurably worse, on some 

well-defined characteristic (e.g., child outcome) than heterosexual families—and, by 

the by, they’re not—then I cannot see that they are morally inferior. By the same 

token, to shift gears, if capitalism is, all else being equal, not effectively worse than 

socialism, I see no reason to denounce it; but a defense of my own socialism is a 

matter for another day. !
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!
CofE documents on sexuality!

Faith and Order Commission, Church of England. 2013. Men and women in marriage. 

London, UK: Church House.!

House of Bishops, Church of England. 2011. Civil partnerships and human sexuality: 

statement from the house of bishops. London, UK: Church House.!

House of Bishops. 2003. Some issues in human sexuality: a guide to the debate. London, 

UK: Church House.!

House of Bishops. 1991. Issues in human sexuality. London, UK: Church House.!

The Church of England’s pronouncements on sexuality is in a truly dire state, with 

the exception of the 2003 guide to issues in human sexuality. This is in part due to 

the fact that the 1990s kicked off with an awful start. The 1991 Issues in human 

sexuality is devoid of argument, and full of strange assertions peppered with odd 

uses of words like “homophile” and “asexual”; there seems to be no recognition that 

these words have established meanings that are not reflected in the way the 

document uses them. It is almost as though the statement was written without no 

research or consultation with the LGBT community altogether. In any case, the 

document is cited over and over again, even twenty years later. This is an 

unfortunate situation. The most recent document, in 2013, is also a disappointment, 

largely due to the historical liberties it takes about families, as well as 

unsubstantiated claims about the same. It is unclear, from either text or reference list, 

than any historians and/or social scientists were consulted. Certainly, the present 

author, a social scientist, has spotted more than a few baseless claims. !

!
The Bible and homosexuality!

Gagnon, R. A. J. 2002. The Bible and homosexual practice: texts and hermeneutics. 

Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press. !

Harding, J. E. 2013. The love of David and Jonathan: ideology, text, reception. London, 

UK: Equinox.!
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Horner, T. 1978. Jonathan loved David: homosexuality in biblical times. Philadelphia, PA: 

Westminister John Knox.!

Books on the Bible and homosexuality seem to be unusually large. Gagnon and 

Horner’s books are most entertaining, as they go through the tedious work of 

arguing to moral conclusions from detailed exegesis. Harding’s book—which I read 

in manuscript form when I was at the University of Otago, where he teaches Old 

Testament—is the most intellectually interesting of the group, interrogating the 

value of exegesis in texts such as the David and Jonathan narratives for moral 

conclusions. These are, he argues, open texts, whose meaning—a hairy concept, if 

ever there was one—is indeterminate. Instead, Harding examines the ways in which 

the Bible has been used to serve various ideologies across history. As it turns out, we 

do not so much read the Bible, as use it.!

!
Science and religion!

Jong, J., & Visala, A. in press. Three quests for human nature. Philosophy, Theology, 

and the Sciences.!

The use and abuse of scientific discoveries and theories for or against theological 

positions is, and has been for a while, a special topic of interest to the present author. 

With Aku Visala—a Finnish philosophical theologian—he has recently written a 

paper on the use of biological categories in theological anthropology, which has been 

presented at the Center for Theological Inquiry, Princeton, and will be published in a 

special issue of a new inter-disciplinary journal on science, theology, and philosophy.  

It was first presented at the 2012 conference of the Society of the Study of Christian 

Ethics in Cambridge. !
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